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It Can't Be True!
**Synopsis**

The moon is the same size as Australia. A blue whale's heart is as large as a car. It sounds weird, but it's true! It Can't Be True! wows the reader with impressive facts about the world that are all difficult to believe, but true. From animals and the human body to buildings and outer space, this quirky book combines the latest CGI and photographic imagery with impossible-to-believe, accurate facts about just about everything. Children will enjoy these fun facts and impressive figures, and incredulous adults will be flabbergasted by these crazy factoids. It Can't Be True! will engage any reader with its head-scratching, amazing facts. 2014 International Reading Association and Children's Book Council Children's Choices List Winner
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**Customer Reviews**

I bought this and a few other books for Christmas gifts for children aged 8 to 12, but upon examination of the books I felt it was much more to the liking of an adult such as myself. I did read and pick out certain areas in the book that I thought the age 8 to 12 group would be interested in. I ended up buying 3 more sets and gave them all to adults and kept one for myself and the adults loved all this up to date data and information.

This is a great children's book for ages from about 8 to 12;It deals with natural phenomenons, deserts, animals, waves, winds, dunes, oceans, science, physics, geography and some historic
references. The unique guiding principle is comparison, and they are indeed riveting. It opens a new perspective on things we thought we know. Especially young minds with an interest in factoids of nature can browse for a long time. One of the most stunning revelations of the book is already right there on the cover, up to the left. "Water". All the water of planet earth together would form a round droplet hardly bigger than one country. So very small in comparison to the solid earth which is our planet - and so precious!! IT CAN'T BE TRUE!!

This is a great book for curious kids. Both my grandsons enjoy it and chose it as a gift for a friend for Christmas. That should tell you a lot. They could have chosen a flash toy, but they decided to give this book instead. Good pictures and interesting facts.

I got this present for my 10 year old niece. I went through the book before I wrapped it and I have to say I was tempted to keep it for myself! Great tool to help kids learn in an easy to read format. The illustrations really engaged children and give them a real idea of the information that's presented. Highly suggest this as a gift!

This a great book for anyone who likes facts and pictures. I love the comparisons it's amazing, I think the kids would understand a whole lot better with just looking at the pictures. Well worth getting for anyone.

This was a gift for my grandson. It's a very fun book to read, and perfect for boys and girls alike. It's nonfiction, has great illustrations, and is educational without being boring!

It makes a good gift. Alot of interesting facts. Had my whole family gathered around reading. Simple and down to earth comparisons that make easier to imagine and remember.

A book for the entire family to enjoy & learn interesting facts. DK is known for their exceptionally well illustrated books and this is one of the best I've seen!
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